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Welcome to the 2019 NASP Awards
Ceremony. This is a wonderful opportunity
to honor all NASP award recipients at
one special event where friends, family,
and colleagues can celebrate together
the outstanding achievements of these
individuals. NASP awards recognize
individuals who exemplify professional
excellence in school psychology and/
or support the mission of the profession
in a significant way. In honoring these
individuals, NASP seeks to celebrate
their success; their contributions to the
profession; and their efforts to improve
outcomes for children, families, and
schools. NASP award nominations are
reviewed according to established criteria
by members of relevant NASP leadership
committees. Submission requirements,
processes, and deadlines are available
online at www.nasponline.org. Please
join NASP members, leaders, and staff in
extending our heartfelt congratulations to
each of the 2019 NASP Awards Recipients.
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2019 NASP
ORDER OF EVENTS
Welcome and Presentation of Awards—6:00–7:00 p.m.
John Kelly, Past President, Master of Ceremonies
2019 School Psychologist of the Year
Leigh Bass Kokenes, School Psychologist, Wake County
Public Schools, North Carolina
2019 NASP-ERT Minority Scholarship Program Awards
Sarah B. Bae, Chapman University, Orange CA
Melissa Glenn, Marion University, Florence, SC
Maria C. Jimenez, University of Nebraska at Omaha, Omaha, NE
Shanelle Rodriguez, University of Denver, Denver, CO
Jose A. Teniente, University of Denver, Denver, CO
2019 Paul H. Henkin Memorial Scholarship Award
Adam Lockwood, Western Kentucky University,
Bowling Green, KY

Posting about this event
on social media?
Use #NASP2019
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Awards Ceremony
Government and Professional Relations Awards
2019 Special Friends of Children
Luann Purcell, Executive Director, International Council of
Administrators in Special Education, Inc.
The Honorable Katherine Clark, U.S. Representative (MA)
New York State School Boards Association
2019 Outstanding Advocates
Anthony Adamowski, Director of Related Service Providers, Chicago
Public Schools, IL
Ed Clarke, Chief Safety Officer, Montgomery County Public Schools, MD
2019 Certificate of Appreciation
Elizabeth Niemiec, School Psychologist, Baltimore City Public Schools, MD
2019 NASP Graduate Student Research Grants
Rebecca Edmunds, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN
Stephanie L. M. Lung, McGill University, Montreal, QC
Casie Peet, University of South Florida, Tampa, FL
2019 NASP Lifetime Achievement Award
Rhonda Armistead, Lead School Psychologist (Retired),
Charlotte-Mecklenburg Schools, Charlotte, NC
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NASP SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGIST OF THE YEAR AWARD
Leigh Bass Kokenes

School Psychologist,
Wake County Public School System, North Carolina
2019 School Psychologist of the Year
Leigh Bass Kokenes, MEd, NCSP, is currently a School Psychologist in the Wake
County Public School System in North Carolina. Leigh completed the School
Psychology Credential Program at California State University, Long Beach in
2005. Leigh has a background in special education and early intervention with
experience working in public schools and community mental health settings.
Leigh joined the Wake County Public School System in 2006, where she provides comprehensive
school psychological services for students in grades K–8 and provides outstanding leadership at
the district and building levels. Leigh chairs the School Psychology Department’s Promoting School
Psychology Committee, which works to expand awareness across the district and in the local
community of the school psychologists’ role in academic and social–emotional learning support.
As a result, the district increased their presence on social media and developed a video about the
profession. Leigh maintains a professional website and blog to share information about her role and
the profession in general. Leigh was also highly involved in the School Psychology MTSS Committee
helping to build the infrastructure, professional learning/training opportunities, and timelines for
systems change.
At the building level, Leigh serves on multiple problem-solving teams including the Intervention
Team and the Instructional Leadership Team in her elementary and middle school. These teams are
instrumental in MTSS implementation and focus on maintaining a growth mindset, student progress,
and continuous feedback to develop student action plans. Leigh serves as a cofacilitator for such
teams and guides the problem-solving process while continuously taking into account the realities of
the classroom. Leigh also attends and contributes to Professional Learning Teams and has provided
trainings on topics such as SIOP strategies for English learners and other students who struggle with
vocabulary and literacy. Additionally, Leigh provides direct support to both students and families,
for example, by working with small groups of students to build leadership skills and reduce inschool suspensions and by participating in “downtown parent conferences” for families with limited
transportation and resources.
At the state level, Leigh is active in the North Caroline School Psychology Association (NCSPA)
and serves in leadership roles. She is the Cochair of NCSPA Legislative Public Policy and advocates
for comprehensive services, increased access to mental health services, and competitive pay and
increased positions for school psychologists. Leigh organizes an advocacy reception at the state
conference and was instrumental in leading the networking and partnerships that resulted in the
organization having several bills drafted and supported during the last legislative session. Leigh also
serves as the NASP SPAN/GPR contact for the state of North Carolina, working with the NCSPA board
and lobbyist to follow bills of importance to the profession. Additionally, Leigh is a Commissioner on
North Carolina Governor Cooper’s Commission on Access to Sound Basic Education.
Leigh has received multiple awards and honors in recognition of her dedication, service, and advocacy
on behalf of students, families, and the profession of school psychology. In 2016, she was awarded the
Wake County Public School System School Psychologist of the Year award and in 2017 was recognized
as the NC Practitioner of the Year by NCSPA. Leigh was nominated for the California State University–
Long Beach Distinguished Alumni award in 2018.
Leigh’s commitment to advocacy for the profession and success for all students is evident in her
many accomplishments and the comments from her colleagues. One such comment notes that Leigh
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“keeps students’ needs at the forefront of all of her decisions and is a strong advocate for them. She
has helped to change the mindset of the staff which has led to the students and families getting
appropriate services.” Further, Leigh’s leadership and relationships at the state level have changed
the conversations around school safety, school climate, and mental health in North Carolina. Another
comment notes, “She supports others in helping them realize their potential for advocacy by sharing
her own personal ‘You just have to do it once’ mantra. This positivity and energetic drive has directly
influenced numerous school psychologists to call or meet with their legislators.”
Leigh was selected as the 2019 School Psychologist of the Year for her commitment to the profession
and continued leadership and advocacy for the comprehensive role of a school psychologist and
improved outcomes for children, families, and schools.
The NASP School Psychologist of the Year program is fortunate to be the recipient of an endowment received
in the memory of Dr. Jane Ross-Reynolds, a vibrant and caring school psychologist and member of NASP who
died in 1992 of a rare heart disease at the age of 45. Jane’s mother, Mrs. Aileen Ross, created the endowment
to further the reach of outstanding school psychologists.

About the School Psychologist of the Year Award
The NASP School Psychologist of the Year Award recognizes excellence in the provision of school
psychological services by a field-based practitioner. The award recognizes the importance and
challenge of going beyond day-to-day responsibilities to identify and address the unmet needs of
the schools, students, and families being served; to stay abreast of new research and best practices
across a range of skill areas; to collaborate with colleagues and parents to improve outcomes; to
advocate for improved, evidence-based services and programs, expanded funding, and more effective
roles for school psychologists; and to participate in professional leadership activities. Candidates are
nominated by their states and are usually the state School Psychologist of the Year. They must be
current members of NASP and practicing school psychologists who spend the majority of their time
providing direct services to students, teachers, and parents.

Past School Psychologist of the Year Recipients
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004

Mel Franklin (AZ)
Paula Laidig (MN)
Fred J. Krieg (WV)
No Award Granted
Mary H. Arredondo (AZ)
Laura E. McGrail (KY)
Leslie Z. Paige (KS)
Philip Bowser (OR)
Larry Michael (AK)
Jennifer Kitson (KS)
Kristine Sieckert (WI)
Rosario Pesce (IL)
Deborah M. Ward (AK)
John Kelly (NY)
Joseph A. Gerard (AK)

2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018

Susan Prout (KY)
Deborah Post-Potter (KS)
John Desrochers (CT)
John Lestino (NJ)
Steven G. Feifer (MD)
Misty M. Lay (KY)
Robert Bayuk (WY)
Benjamin Fernandez (VA)
Anthony Pantaleno (NY)
Terry Molony (NJ)
Pamela Agan-Smith (NY)
Stephanie Lowe Austin (NC)
Shawna Rader Kelly (MT)
Nathan Jones (NH)
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NASP LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
Rhonda Armistead

Lead School Psychologist (Retired),
Charlotte-Mecklenburg Schools, Charlotte, NC
2019 Lifetime Achievement Award
The NASP 2019 Lifetime Achievement Award winner, Ms. Rhonda
Armistead, has made a substantial impact on the profession of school
psychology through her role as a practitioner, lead school psychologist,
and volunteer leader at the local, state, and national levels.
For over 30 years, Rhonda has practiced school psychology in rural and urban school
districts in Arkansas, Mississippi, and North Carolina. For the past 22 years, she served as a
practitioner and Lead School Psychologist in Charlotte-Mecklenburg Schools (CMS). Rhonda
holds a BS in Psychology (Harding College, 1979) and an MS in Counseling/School Psychology
(University of Central Arkansas, 1982). She is a licensed North Carolina School Psychologist
and a Nationally Certified School Psychologist.
Rhonda’s impact on psychological services in CMS was exemplified by her development of
a collaborative strategic planning process that resulted in a yearly strategic plan and annual
reports of services provided and outcomes achieved. These efforts included developing
professional learning communities for school psychologists, yearly book studies, an MTSS
Steering Committee, and a multiyear initiative to train all school psychologists in cognitive–
behavioral therapy. Rhonda was also responsible for supervising and mentoring other school
psychologists in the district.
In 2012, Rhonda was recognized with the North Carolina School Psychology Association
(NCSPA) Practitioner of the Year award both for her practice and for her efforts to implement
parent clinics in which school psychologists provided free consultation services. In 2015,
Rhonda received the NCSPA Innovative Practices Award and was recognized by the Mental
Health Association of Central Carolinas.
Rhonda has a long history as a school psychology leader. She was elected president of the
Arkansas School Psychology Association in 1986 and led the effort to secure the state’s first
state credential in school psychology. She served as the school psychology consultant for
the Arkansas Department of Education from 1985 to 1990. In North Carolina, she served on
numerous state association committees and was president of NCSPA in 2001.
She has held numerous leadership positions in the National Association of School
Psychologists, including Delegate (1988–1990), Secretary (1997–1999), Program Manager for
Professional Development (2001–2006), and Program Manager for Professional Standards
(2009–2015). She served on the National School Psychology Certification Board (1994–1997,
2004–2006, 2009–2015) and the NASP Program Approval Board (1994–2007). Rhonda also
served as NASP President-Elect, President, and Immediate Past President (2006–2009). Her
service was recognized with NASP Presidential Awards on seven occasions.
Perhaps Rhonda’s most significant contribution has been her longtime work on NASP’s
professional standards. She has served on the committees and core writing teams for the last
four revisions of NASP practice, credentialing, graduate preparation, and ethical standards. In
2006, she proposed developing the Model for Comprehensive and Integrated School Psychological
Services and supported its development and adoption in the 2010 standards. Although
recently “retired,” Rhonda continues to serve on the NASP Practice Model Committee and is
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working to establish the Excellence in School Psychological Services recognition program for
school districts. She is also helping to develop the 2020 NASP standards as a member of the
Credentialing Standards writing team.
Rhonda’s impact on the field is evident and the effect she has made in her lifetime is clear in
her accomplishments and comments from her colleagues. One of her colleagues said, “She is
a role model and an inspiration for all who have the opportunity to know and work with her!
The fact that she has been able to do so much in support of our profession while remaining a
practitioner is remarkable, to say the least.”
Another colleague stated, “It is hard to summarize in a short amount of space the many
contributions that Rhonda has made to the field of school psychology. It is especially
impressive that this level of contribution was made while serving as a practitioner. She has
truly given a lifetime of service and continues to step up when called on for additional service.
Her work has had a positive impact on school psychologists across this country and will
continue to do so for many years. I cannot imagine anyone more deserving of this award.”

Past Lifetime Achievement Award Recipients
1999

Jeff Grimes (IA)

2000

Daniel Reschly (TN)

2001

Kevin P. Dwyer (MD)

2002

Pauline Alexander (OH)

2003

Thomas J. Kampwirth (CA)

2004

Michael J. Curtis (FL)

2005

Alex Thomas (OH)

2006

Peg Dawson (NH)

2007

Thomas K. Fagan (TN)

2008

Cathy F. Telzrow (OH)

2009

No Award Granted

2010

William “Bill” Pfohl (KY)

2011

Barbara Bole Williams (NJ)

2012

Patti L. Harrison (AL)

2013

Sylvia Rosenfield (MD)

2014

Mark E. Swerdlik (IL)

2015

Joe Prus (SC)

2016

James Ysseldyke (MN)

2017

George G. Bear (DE)

2018

George Batsche (FL)
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2019 NASP-ERT MINORITY SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM AWARDS
Sarah B. Bae

Chapman University, Orange CA
The Pearson Minority Scholarship Award
Sarah B. Bae graduated from the University of California San Diego
with a Bachelor of Science in Psychology and a minor in Human
Development. She is currently pursuing her Masters and Educational
Specialist degree in School Psychology and a License in Professional
Clinical Counseling at Chapman University. Sarah aims to provide
culturally responsive mental health services and increase effective
school–family partnerships. Ultimately, she hopes to pursue her
Doctorate degree and contribute to the international expansion of the
field of school psychology, advocating for children in the United States
and in developing countries around the world.

Melissa Glenn

Francis Marion University, Florence, SC
NASP-ERT Minority Scholarship Award
Melissa Glenn is currently pursuing her Specialist degree in School
Psychology at Francis Marion University, where she also obtained her
Master of Science in School Psychology. She earned her Bachelor of
Science from East Carolina University, where her desire to become
a practitioner in the field of psychology unfolded. Since her passion
emerged, Melissa has developed an interest in mental health
interventions and behavior modification. Fostering minorities and
underprivileged students to defy the odds is a primary mission for
Melissa, who also one day aspires to pursue her doctorate degree.

Maria C. Jimenez

University of Nebraska at Omaha, Omaha, NE
Deborah Peek Crockett Minority Scholarship Award
Maria C. Jimenez is pursuing her Master of Science/Education
Specialist degree in School Psychology at the University of Nebraska
Omaha (UNO). Maria also received her Bachelor of Arts degree from
UNO, where she graduated Cum Laude and majored in Psychology
with a concentration in School Psychology. Maria is a first-generation
college student who aspires to promote a college education to other
minority students. She hopes to use her bilingual skills to build
relationships in the community and be an advocate for the families that
need it the most.
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Shanelle Rodriguez

University of Denver, Denver, CO
NASP-ERT Minority Scholarship Award
Shanelle Rodriguez graduated Cum Laude from Florida State University
with a Bachelor of Science in Psychology and a minor in Education.
Shanelle is currently pursuing an Education Specialist degree in
School Psychology with an Early Childhood concentration at the
University of Denver. She aspires to serve as an advocate for students
with incarcerated parents as well as students and parents who are
English language learners. Broadly, Shanelle is eager to promote early
intervention and culturally responsive services for cultural and ethnic
minority students.

Jose A. Teniente

University of Denver, Denver, CO
Wayne Gressett Memorial Minority Scholarship Award
Jose A. Teniente is pursuing an Education Specialist degree in School
Psychology at the University of Denver. Jose also received his Bachelors
of Arts at Texas Tech University where his passion for assisting students
began while he was working at the Burkhart Autism Education research
facility. Since then, Jose has always searched for opportunities where
he can work with students and be an advocate for educational growth.
Currently, he is working under Dr. Clements and Dr. Sarama studying
the differences between various math-based curricula in preschool-age
children. Jose plans on working at the national level during his school
psychology career.

About the NASP-ERT Minority Scholarship Program
The NASP-ERT Minority Scholarship Program was established in 1995 to support the
graduate training of minority students pursuing careers in school psychology. The program
seeks to lower financial barriers to training and to highlight the accomplishments of
promising future professionals. The program advances NASP’s commitment to diversity
in the field by supporting culturally diverse graduate students who will eventually provide
school-based services to diverse student populations. For more information or to make a
donation, please visit http://www.nasponline.org/minority-scholarship-program or contact
Katie Britton at kbritton@naspweb.org. Thank you for your support!
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Past NASP-ERT Minority Scholarship Program Award Recipients
1998
1999
2000
2001
2001
2002
2002
2003
2003
2004
2004
2005
2005
2005
2006
2006
2006
2007
2007
2007
2007
2007
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008
2009
2009
2009
2010
2010
2010
2010
2011
2011
2011
2011
2012
2012
10

Sherrie L. Proctor
Mario Diaz-Arntzen
Jasolyn L. Henderson
Kalsang Jamyang-Tshering (Wayne Gressett Memorial Award)
Patricia Márquez
Robin J. Black
Cherisse L. Walker (Wayne Gressett Memorial Award)
Outhai Chandara (Wayne Gressett Memorial Award)
Leslie D. Steadman
Renae L. Feggins-Azziz
Tara E. Johnson (Wayne Gressett Memorial Award)
Sang-Hee Kim
Eileen M. Rodriguez
Renate L. Ward Corrigan (Wayne Gressett Memorial Award)
Bayyinah Gillespie (Wayne Gressett Memorial Award)
Veronica Maria Gorgueiro (Deborah Peek Crockett Minority Scholarship Award)
Robert Joshua Wingfield
David Adams (The Psychological Corporation Minority Scholarship Award)
Kaitie Dyson
Stefanie Foster (Wayne Gressett Memorial Minority Scholarship Award)
Tamara O. Long
Brandi L. Newry (Deborah Peek Crockett Minority Scholarship Award)
Darlene G. Caballero
MaryAnn Green (Wayne Gressett Memorial Minority Scholarship Award)
Maria Aránzazu Irigoyen
Medina Mojaddedi
Tiffany C. Y. Muse (The Psychological Corporation Minority Scholarship Award)
Sarah Zañartu (Deborah Peek Crockett Minority Scholarship Award)
Brooke J. Fails (Wayne Gressett Memorial Minority Scholarship Award)
Tamika P. La Salle (The Psychological Corporation Minority Scholarship Award)
David C. Walker (Deborah Peek Crockett Minority Scholarship Award)
Kayleta Adams (Deborah Peek Crockett Minority Scholarship Award)
Marlana L. Ashe (Wayne Gressett Memorial Minority Scholarship Award)
Chauncey Jackson (NASP-ERT Minority Scholarship Program Award)
Diana C. Navia (The Pearson Minority Scholarship Award)
Claire Kunesh (Wayne Gressett Memorial Minority Scholarship Award)
Karina Ortega (NASP-ERT Minority Scholarship Program Award)
Ho Yan “Bomly” Tsuen (The Pearson Minority Scholarship Award)
Ellina Xiong (Deborah Peek Crockett Minority Scholarship Award)
David C. Cherry Jr. (Deborah Peek Crockett Minority Scholarship Award)
Erin Farmer (Alumni Scholars’ Tribute)

2012
2012
2012
2013
2013
2013
2014
2014
2014
2015
2015
2015
2016
2016
2016
2016
2017
2017
2017
2017
2018
2018
2018
2018
2018

Tamanna Haque (NASP-ERT Minority Scholarship Program Award)
Heriberto Herrera (The Pearson Minority Scholarship Award)
Nelly Rivera (Wayne Gressett Memorial Minority Scholarship Award)
Alexis Carson (The Pearson Minority Scholarship Award)
Sandy Melissa Salguero (Wayne Gressett Memorial Minority Scholarship Award)
Kieu Thuy Tang (Deborah Peek Crockett Minority Scholarship Award)
Alyssa Bahdesbah Ashley (Deborah Peek Crockett Minority Scholarship Award)
Katherine Holmes (The Pearson Minority Scholarship Award)
Joseph Sims (Wayne Gressett Memorial Minority Scholarship Award)
David Martinez (Deborah Peek Crockett Minority Scholarship Award)
Allison McFarland (The Pearson Minority Scholarship Award)
Joy Q. Taylor (Wayne Gressett Memorial Minority Scholarship Award)
Helizhabeth H. Cabrera (Deborah Peek Crockett Minority Scholarship Award)
Tianna Freeman (NASP-ERT Minority Scholarship Award)
DeAngelo Gatlin (Wayne Gressett Memorial Minority Scholarship Award)
Natasha Yancey (The Pearson Minority Scholarship Award)
Bridget O. Amponsah (Deborah Peek Crockett Minority Scholarship Award)
Melissa Bravo (NASP-ERT Minority Scholarship Award)
Darolyn N. Monroig (The Pearson Minority Scholarship Award)
Maria Pineiro (Wayne Gressett Memorial Minority Scholarship Award)
Chia Ying Hong (NASP-ERT Minority Scholarship Award)
Kadisha Mack (Wayne Gressett Memorial Minority Scholarship Award)
Sydney Morales (The Pearson Minority Scholarship Award)
Nora Neztsosie (Deborah Peek Crockett Minority Scholarship Award)
Yesenia Rodriguez Contreras (NASP-ERT Minority Scholarship Award)
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2019 PAUL H. HENKIN MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP
AWARD
Adam Lockwood

Western Kentucky University, Bowling Green, KY
Adam Lockwood is an assistant professor of psychology at Western
Kentucky University. He received his PhD from Northern Arizona
University in School Psychology in 2015. Adam completed his
internship through the Louisiana School Psychology Internship
Consortium and a Post-Doctoral Psychology Fellowship at the
University of Kansas Medical Center. Adam loves working with
individuals with autism and instructing undergraduate and graduate
students. His current research focuses on improving educator
training with an emphasis on evidence-based assessment.

About the Paul H. Henkin Memorial Scholarship Award
The Paul H. Henkin Memorial Scholarship Award recognizes excellence in applied research
or program design by a school psychologist who has recently been credentialed in the
field. Eligible individuals are selected from accepted convention presentation submissions.
Candidates must be primary presenters for that paper and must have been newly
credentialed within 3 years prior to submitting the paper. Paul H. Henkin, PhD, was a NASP
member and NCSP from California. In 2002, his estate provided NASP with the ability to
present this annual award.
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2019 GOVERNMENT AND PROFESSIONAL RELATIONS
AWARDS
The NASP Government and Professional Relations (GPR) Committee honors
those who have demonstrated dedication to children and the profession of school
psychology through legislative, public policy, and advocacy activities.

2019 SPECIAL FRIEND OF CHILDREN AWARD
The Special Friend of Children Award recognizes policy makers, elected officials, and
other public servants or members of the community who have proven to be outstanding
champions at the national level for the improvement of education and mental health
services for children, youth, and their families.

Luann Purcell

Executive Director, International Council of Administrators
in Special Education, Inc.
Dr. Luann Purcell is the Executive Director of the International Council
of Administrators in Special Education, Inc. Through her leadership
at CASE, she has exposed members to models for practice, valuable
resources and the breadth of services that school psychologists offer in
order to make a positive contribution to improving student outcomes.
She has continuously partnered and collaborated with NASP leaders
and staff to raise awareness of school psychology and the services they
provide to children, ranging from regular spotlights in communication
channels through her organization to organizing presentations at
CASE’s annual convention and to its Board of Directors. Her partnership
and collaborative work with NASP leaders and staff on a wide variety
of initiatives in order to advocate for increased access to school mental
health supports for children with or without a disability has created a
long-lasting, positive impact on the profession.

The Honorable Katherine Clark
U.S. Representative (MA)
Representative Katherine Clark is an attorney, advocate, and the
congresswoman from Massachusetts’s 5th district since 2013. Her
record shows that she has been a champion for children and access
to mental health services for her entire tenure in Congress. She has
been an outspoken advocate for ensuring all students have access to a
high-quality public education; improving access to school-based mental
health services and professionals; promoting evidence-based policies
to prevent gun violence in our schools and communities; improving
outcomes for homeless and foster youth; and expanding the use of
trauma informed practices in our nation’s schools. As a member of
the House Appropriations Committee, she has worked hard to secure
federal investments to help states and local school districts to address
these issues and improve outcomes for all students.
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The New York State School Boards Association
NYSSBA
The New York State School Boards Association serves nearly 660 local
school boards and boards of cooperative educational services in New
York, which represents almost 5,000 members. This year, the NYSSBA
collaborated with the New York Association of School Psychologists
to conduct research on the provision of mental health services in New
York, which included recommendations to ensure that every school is
appropriately staffed by a school psychologist. In addition, the NYSSBA
has organized multiple mental health summits and has previously
collaborated with NYASP on researching the impact of anxiety to
high-stakes testing. The Association has been and continues to be
an amazing partner and advocate for school psychologists, children,
mental health, and school safety.

2019 OUTSTANDING ADVOCATES
The Outstanding Advocate Awards recognizes individuals or groups who demonstrate
effective advocacy efforts at the state or local levels to improve education and mental
health services for children, youth, and their families.

Anthony Adamowski

Director of Related Service Providers,
Chicago Public Schools, IL
Anthony Adamowski is the Director of Related Service Providers with
Chicago Public Schools, professor, former President of the Illinois
School Psychologist Association, and former delegate to NASP. His
advocacy for school psychology and children spans through his entire
career and numerous leadership positions from the local to national
level. He has developed and implemented preventive programs, been
an outstanding mentor, and has specific legislative successes due
to his advocacy, including legislation that allows out-of-state school
psychologists to easily transfer to work in Illinois with their NCSP
credential licenses.

Ed Clarke

Chief Safety Officer,
Montgomery County Public Schools, MD
Ed Clarke is the Chief Safety Officer for Montgomery County Public
Schools, and he previously served as the Director of the Maryland
Center for School Safety. Through his leadership, Maryland
implemented a comprehensive guidance policy for school safety,
rooted in state law and adopted by the state legislature, with
significant input and support from school psychologists. Ed has
continuously taken an inclusive approach to his work, always moving
forward with input and support from school psychologists to ensure
that mental and emotional health are key components of school
safety-related support.
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2019 CERTIFICATE OF APPRECIATION
The NASP GPR Certificate of Appreciation is given to individual NASP members who have
clearly shown their advocacy efforts to improve education and mental health services for
children, youth, and their families. This individual has worked to support the NASP mission
and its goals through state or national government and professional activities.

Elizabeth Niemiec

School Psychologist,
Baltimore City Public Schools, MD
Elizabeth Niemiec is a school psychologist in Baltimore City Public
Schools and the President-Elect of the Baltimore City Association
of School Psychologists. Elizabeth has shown her commitment to
advocating for all children in many ways: She has connected with
community organizations to provide supportive spaces for students,
developed district-wide professional development to train school
staff in best practices to support students experiencing grief, and
advocated for the rights of LGBTQ+ students. Her dedication to
advocating for kids is unmatched, as she has become a proven and
consistent champion for the most vulnerable in her community.
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2019 NASP GRADUATE STUDENT RESEARCH GRANTS
The NASP Research Committee supports student-initiated research through its Graduate
Student Research Grants program. Three grants of up to $1,000 each are available each
year to students who demonstrated exceptional ability to conduct high-quality research
that furthers the mission and goals of NASP and has the potential to impact the field
positively. Grants are awarded on the quality of their proposal. Grant recipients also are
eligible to receive $500 travel grants from Western Psychological Services to present their
research at a NASP convention.

Rebecca Edmunds

University of Minnesota Minneapolis, MN
Rebecca Edmunds is a doctoral candidate in the School Psychology
program at the University of Minnesota. For her dissertation study, she
will use a randomized controlled trial to examine the differential effects
of elaborated feedback on task outcomes (errors in the answer) and
elaborated feedback on process strategies (errors in the application of
strategies used to solve the problem) when combined with a covercopy-compare intervention as compared to a control condition on
performance with multidigit multiplication. Feedback is a frequent
intervention component. The results could help school psychologists
and teachers better align the feedback provided and the desired
outcome of the intervention.

Stephanie L. M. Lung

McGill University, Montreal, QC
Stephanie Lung is an MA student in the School/Applied Child
Psychology program at McGill University. For her project, she is
exploring the sensory and cognitive factors that underlie the severity
and pattern of repetitive behaviors in autism. As repetitive symptoms
are frequently reported as one of the most difficult behaviors to
manage, and of the strongest predictors of long-term adaptive
functioning, she hopes to determine early markers for characterizing
the repetitive behaviors in school-age children with autism. With
better detection and characterization, individualized behavioral
management and interventions can be informed in the future.

Casie Peet

University of South Florida, Tampa, FL
Casie Peet is a fourth-year doctoral candidate in the School Psychology
program at the University of South Florida. Her dissertation is
examining various levels of teacher training necessary to implement a
functional assessment tool in preschool settings through a single case
design. The results of this study aim to support early intervention and
prevention of challenging and disruptive behavior through the use of
sound assessment and rater training in early childhood.
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Join
Us
In celebrating our
2019 award recipients
at the reception
immediately following
tonight’s ceremony.

HYATT—INTERNATIONAL TOWER
BALLROOM LEVEL LL1
INTERNATIONAL BALLROOM SOUTH
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4340 East West Highway, Suite 402
Bethesda, MD 20814
301-657-0270
301-657-0275, fax
www.nasponline.org

